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Specification 210049 Instrument Firmware Updater 

- REVISIONS - 
Rev DCO Author Date Description 

A 021583 F. Moses  Release Instrument Firmware Updater at Subversion build 621 to support #290032 

Controller board for the ME220.  This version of the application is set up to install 

version 8474 of the firmware. 
B 022033 J. Maeir 4/16/2018 Improvements in communication and support for the LE220P 

     

     

     

 
Description:  

 

Revision A 

The RF controller PCB (290032) contains firmware that may need to be updated on occasion. It is desired that the 

firmware be able to be updated on a cycle that is not necessarily tied to a software update of SonoLab. In addition, it is 

desired that when a new release of the main firmware for the board is updated, a new release of the firmware performing 

the update itself need be created only if changes in the update process warrant it.  A prior release of the update firmware 

can be used if it is compatible with the new firmware and the instrument.  The installer for this version of the application 

sets it up to install version 8474 of the main firmware. 

 

For the ME220, the Instrument Firmware Updater 

• Provides the GUI, logic, and communications facilities for downloading firmware to the RF controller board. 

• Uses a file structure which is a revision of that used by the former similar tool, the SBLCA.  The new 

file structure contains multiple versions of the various firmware and auxiliary bootloader files 

separating the files for each board into its own folder.  An XML configuration file records the various 

versions of firmware available and the specific file names of the hexadecimal files containing the 

firmware itself. 

• Provides a means for importing folders containing additional versions of the firmware and making 

those versions available for updating an instrument.  

• Replaces the existing related pieces of software, the 220 Instrument Updater (210022) and the Serial Boot 

Load Console App or SBLCA (210048). 

• Includes a Python interpreter and script manager tied to the lower level internal functions of the 

Updater allowing scripted automated testing and the potential of other scripted use.  While the installer 

creates a folder for scripts written by users of the Updater, no scripts are installed with this product. 
 

Firmware file organization: 

• The firmware data and configuration file are located in the folder 

C:\Users\Public\Documents\Covaris\Firmware. 

• Within that folder is the following directory structure: 

 
where the name of the numbered directory corresponds to the identifier of the Covaris board.  It contains a set of 

folders containing the firmware files for a single version.  The name of the firmware folder is its version number.  

Each file is named according to its part number, for example, 220040.hex for the firmware for a 290032 

controller board. 

• The scripts directory contains the Python scripts to be run in the Updater. 
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• The Configuration.xml file is that mentioned above. 

 

Software artifacts: 

• Source code location in Subversion is https://covaris-sftwre1.bma.local/svn/230-generation-software/Other 

Applications/InstrumentFirmwareUpdater. 

• When installed, the executable code resides in the host system’s directory C:\Program Files (x86)\Covaris. 

• The Instrument Firmware Updater Installer installs a copy of various executable files for the Instrument and 

creates the data directory structure with the configuration file, the Scripts directory, and the board folder 

(290032) containing a firmware folder for the latest firmware revision.  It is part of the solution for the Updater 

and is packaged with it at the SVN location above. 

 

Revision B 

This release added  

• Support for the LE220P. 

• Improvements in the communications reliability as well as faster performance. 

 

Rev includes the newest released version (8586) of the firmware for the RF controller board. 

 

The source code is checked into SVN under Version 1400 at:  
https://covaris-sftwre1.bma.local/svn/230-generation-software/Other Applications/InstrumentFirmwareUpdater. 
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